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ABSTRACT: The sheep has served as an informative animal model
for investigation of human fetal and newborn erythropoiesis and red
blood cell (RBC) kinetics. We previously validated the permanent
label (14C)cyanate for measuring red cell volume (RCV) in sheep.
Here, we validate biotin labeling of RBCs as a nonradioactive
method for measuring RCV in sheep with the anticipation that it can
be applied in studies of human infants. The RCV was determined
simultaneously using two techniques for quantitation of the biotin
label. The first one quantified total blood concentration of biotin label
on biotin-labeled RBCs using (125I)streptavidin. The second one
enumerated biotin-labeled RBCs by flow cytometry after incubation
with fluorescein-conjugated avidin. RCV measurements made using
the two biotin quantitation techniques were validated against both
(14C)cyanate and 51Cr as reference methods. Both biotin techniques
produced RCV values that agreed well with the reference methods
and with each other, producing correlation coefficients averaging
�0.93. Sequential repetitive measurements in the same animal also
agreed with the (14C)cyanate method and each other (average differ-
ence �10%). These results establish biotin-labeled RBCs as an
accurate method for performing RCV measurements in sheep. This
biotin method can be applied in studies that model neonatal eryth-
ropoiesis. (Pediatr Res 64: 528–532, 2008)

With the consensus among the scientific community in the
late 1960s that the use of radioactive materials was

ethically untenable in research studies of fetuses, neonates,
and pregnant women, the rate of progress in understanding red
blood cell (RBC) kinetics and RBC volume in the perinatal
period has nearly come to a halt (1). Yet, the need for
understanding has continued to accelerate. Advances in ob-
stetrics and in fetal medicine now permit intrauterine fetal
blood sampling, transfusion, and other therapies to be deliv-
ered directly into the fetal circulatory system. Advances in
neonatal medicine during this period include neonatal thera-
pies that have resulted in improved survival and outcomes of
extremely low birth weight (�1 kg) and other critically ill
infants (2). Although substantial evidence supports the use of
surfactant, improved ventilator support, inhaled nitric oxide,
and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, other treatments

such as erythropoietin and autologous placental blood for
transfusion have weaker supporting bases of evidence and are
being actively investigated.
Reliable methods for measuring red blood cell volume

(RCV) and survival in the pregnant woman, fetus, and infant
are needed to further our understanding of the physiology and
pathophysiology of a variety of perinatal conditions and their
responses to treatment. Concerns about radiation effects have
motivated the development of a practical method that does not
expose infants, children, and pregnant women to radioactivity.
RCV methods have been published that use stable isotopes
followed by neutron activation (3) or x-ray fluorescence (4),
but these methods require highly specialized, expensive equip-
ment (3,4), are not sufficiently sensitive for the small volumes
of blood available from neonates (4), or both. As a result,
neither of these methods has gained widespread use.
The biotin RBC labeling method using either ex vivo

(125I)streptavidin quantitation or flow cytometry enumeration
is sufficiently sensitive (5–7) for use in determining RCV and
RBC survival in neonates and adults without exposure to
radiation. In addition, biotinylation reagents are commercially
available (5,7), and the equipment required is available in
most medical center clinical laboratories (5,7). Technician
time required for analysis is modest.
Because ovine fetal and newborn cardiovascular, pulmo-

nary, and hematologic development resembles human physi-
ology, the sheep model has been commonly used for preclin-
ical studies. In particular, ovine erythropoiesis in the fetus,
neonate, and adult is similar to the human; accordingly,
regulation of erythropoiesis and RBC kinetics in the ovine
model are currently areas of active study (8–11).
An accurate, validated, practical method for determining

RCV in the sheep would be useful for investigating neonatal
anemia and cardiovascular problems. We previously demon-
strated that the permanent RBC label (14C)cyanate is a valid
alternative to 51Cr for measuring RCV in sheep (12). How-
ever, radioactive contamination presents a substantial disposal
cost and (14C)cyanate is no longer commercially available.
51Cr is commercially available but is not suitable for RBC
survival studies in sheep because Cr elutes from sheep RBCs
over a few days. 51Cr also presents substantial disposal costs
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associated with the radioactive contamination of the animal
and its excretion products. Thus, the objective of this study
was to validate the use of the biotin labeling of RBCs and
quantitation with both (125I)streptavidin detection and flow
cytometry enumeration as alternative techniques for measur-
ing RCV in sheep.

METHODS

These studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.

Red blood cell labeling procedures. The method validated here for the
measurement of RCV is based on biotinylation of RBC surface proteins,
reinfusion of the biotin-labeled RBCs, and quantitation of the biotin label in
blood samples taken from the peripheral circulation. For this study, two
techniques for quantitation of the biotin-labeled RBCs were used. In the first
technique, the RBCs from venous blood are incubated with (125I)streptavidin;
the 125I bound to the RBCs is a measure of the blood concentration of the
biotin label. Conceptually and mathematically, this technique parallels the
RCV techniques based on blood concentration of (14C)cyanate or 51Cr.

The second technique utilizes flow cytometry to enumerate biotin-labeled
RBCs in the venous blood sample after incubation of the blood with fluores-
cein-conjugated avidin. This technique determines labeled RBCs as a percent
of total cells rather than as the blood concentration of the biotin label. The
flow cytometry technique offers the advantage over the (125I)streptavidin
technique and the 51Cr and (14C)cyanate methods of not being susceptible to
concentration (“sludging”) and dilution (“squeezing”) blood sample artifacts
encountered with capillary blood sampling frequently performed in newborns
(13,14).

The technical details of the methods for determination of RCV in sheep
using (14C)cyanate or 51Cr method have been published (12). Only minor
modifications used in the studies reported here are provided in the Appendix
(supplemental material available online at www.pedresearch.org). Likewise,
the biotin method with quantitation using either the (125I)streptavidin tech-
nique or the flow cytometry technique have been published for human RBCs
(5). Because the method for labeling sheep RBCs with biotin has not been
published, the differences from the method for human RBCs have been
included in the Appendix (online at www.pedresearch.org). The modifications
for sheep RBCs are required principally because sheep RBCs are approxi-
mately one-third the volume of human RBCs.

A rough estimate of each sheep’s RCV and blood volume was needed to
calculate amounts of biotinylation reagent, (14C)cyanate, and 51Cr. This estimate
was made using a reference RCV per kg of 19 mL/kg. A similar reference value
had been previously found by our group (12) using (14C)cyanate as 18.8 � 3.8
mL/kg (mean � 1 SD). This value for RCV per kg agreed very well with our
value determined in the same sheep using the 51Cr method of 18.8 � 3.9
mL/kg. In addition to the within-study agreement in the previously published
study (12), the RCV per kg values measured in that study using (14C)cyanate
and 51Cr methods agreed reasonably well with the value of 21.1 � 2.2 mL/kg
determined by Wade and Sasser in a different population of sheep using both
59Fe and 51Cr (15). Blood volume estimate was calculated from the RCV and
the hematocrit.

Labeling and infusion of red blood cells labeled with (14C)Cyanate, 51Cr,
and biotin. Approximately 2% of the sheep’s total blood volume was
withdrawn from the external jugular by venipuncture on the day of study. The
sheep’s RCV and blood volume were estimated as described above. Separate
RBC aliquots were labeled with (14C)cyanate, 51Cr, and biotin. The labeling
efficiency averaged about 30% for the (14C)cyanate method, about 4% for
51Cr method, and about 2% for biotin labeling. The volumes of the (14C)cy-
anate, 51Cr, and biotin-labeled RBCs were adjusted by addition of the sheep’s
autologous plasma to a hematocrit approximately equal to that of the original
blood and mixed together in a sterile syringe. The labeled mixture was then
infused into the sheep through a catheter inserted into the external jugular
vein. Infusion of the entire volume of label was accomplished in 1 to 2 min.
Total radioactivity infused for 51Cr and (14C)cyanate were calculated from
radioactivity per mL of the final infusate mixture multiplied by the volume of
the mixture infused. The volume was determined gravimetrically by weight
difference of the syringe before and after infusion. For RCV determination,
four to five samples (7 mL each) were drawn between 2 and 30 min following
infusion of the labeled RBCs.

14C assay. Radioactivity of 14C per mL of blood was assayed by the acid
acetone technique. In this method, heme is decolored and extracted from
globin using acidification and acetone precipitation. 14C bound to the globin

is quantitated by liquid scintillation using a Packard Tri-Carb LSC (16). The
intra-assay coefficient of variation for quadruplicate measurements was � 2%.

51Cr assay. Quantitation of the 51Cr radioactivity per mL of blood was by
gamma counting using energy windows of 0 to 1000 keV. The intra-assay
coefficient of variation for quadruplicate measurements was �3%.

Assay for biotin label concentration using (125I)streptavidin. (125I)streptavidin
was mixed with the blood samples and incubated for 1 h at 5 °C to allow the
avidin to bind to biotinylated RBCs. After the incubation, the biotinylated
RBCs and bound (125I)streptavidin were separated from the excess free
(125I)streptavidin by dextran-metrizoic acid density centrifugation. Bound
(125I)streptavidin of standards and sheep in vivo samples were determined by
gamma counting. The background radiation from 51Cr was �3% of the total
cpm of (125I)streptavidin and was subtracted. A standard curve was con-
structed using biotin-labeled RBCs diluted in unlabeled RBCs. Intra-assay
coefficient of variation for quadruplicate measurements was �2%. See Ap-
pendix (online at www.pedresearch.org) for additional details.

Assay of biotin label using flow cytometry technique. Each of the samples
from the standard curve prepared as described above and the postinfusion
samples were incubated with fluorescein-labeled avidin for 30 min. Unbound
fluorescein-labeled avidin was removed by washing as described previously
(5). The fluorescein-avidin:biotin-labeled RBCs were enumerated by flow
cytometry. Figure 1A (supplemental material online at www.pedresearch.org)
depicts the RBC region selected (“gated”) using a plot of side scatter (y axis)
versus forward scatter (x axis). Figure 1B (supplemental material online at
www.pedresearch.org) depicts a histogram of the number of RBCs detected
versus the log of fluorescent intensity per RBC (x axis) for a mixture of
labeled and unlabeled RBCs that has an enrichment typical of the 1 to 2%
ratio of labeled to unlabeled RBCs used in the sheep studies reported here.
The density of biotin used in labeling RBCs was chosen to achieve a
substantial separation in the histogram of biotin labeled RBCs and unlabeled
RBCs. See Appendix (online at www.pedresearch.org) for more detail.

Figure 1. Flow cytometric results for a mixture of unlabeled RBCs and
biotin-labeled RBCs from a representative sample. Panel A: Enumeration of
RBCs. The selected region (closed loop) includes unlabeled and labeled RBCs
but excludes photomultiplier noise, platelets, and any cellular fragments (left
lower quadrant). Panel B: Histogram of unlabeled RBCs (large peak) and
labeled RBCs (small peak) complexed with fluorescein-conjugated avidin
reveals a complete separation between labeled and unlabeled RBCs allowing
unambiguous enumeration.
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RCV determination by (14C)cyanate, 51Cr, and (125I)streptavidin. For
each sample of blood obtained after infusion of the labeled RBCs, radioac-
tivity per mL of blood was calculated and was plotted versus time. The y axis
intercept for the linear regression from blood samples drawn between 2 and
30 min (n � 4 or 5) was estimated. Blood volume (BV) was calculated
according to the dilution principle (17) as detailed in Appendix (online at
www.pedresearch.org). RCV was calculated as RCV � BV � HCT.

Sequential determination of RCV. We have previously validated the
sequential measurement of RCV in sheep by both (14C)cyanate and 51Cr (12).
To validate the use of biotin-labeled RBCs to measure RCV sequentially in
vivo, we conducted sequential studies in three sheep to test the biotin method
under three separate conditions: (1) an interval of at least 24 h between
infusion; (2) an interval of only a few minutes between infusions; and (3)
three infusions, each separated by at least a day. For each of these three
studies, separate aliquots of sheep RBCs were labeled with (14C)cyanate,
51Cr, and biotin on day 0; these were mixed and a volume of the labeled blood
equal to approximately 1% of the estimated blood volume was infused. Blood
was sampled, and RCV was calculated for each method as described above.
At the time of the second measurement, a baseline blood sample was drawn
to correct for residual radioactivity using the equation previously published
(12) (See Appendix, online at www.pedresearch.org). Then an equal volume
of the same mixture of labeled RBCs was infused (approximately doubling
the concentration of circulating radioactivity), and RCV was determined as
described above a second time. In the third sheep, studies on day 0 and 1 were
conducted as described. On day 2, a 4-fold volume of original mixture of
labeled RBCs was infused (again doubling the concentration of circulating
labels), and RCV was determined a third time.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed with StatView
software (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA). RCV results are expressed as
mean � 1 SD of the analytical replicates. Agreement between biotin and the
reference methods was assessed by the correlation coefficient. The pairs of
values generated by any two methods (e.g., biotin and flow cytometry versus.
51Cr) were subjected to linear regression for all animals in which measure-
ments were made (each animal is an independent observation set). The
regression line was assessed by determining whether the 95% confidence
intervals for the slope of the regression line incorporated 1 and whether the
95% confidence interval for the intercept of the regression line incorporated
0. If both conditions were met, the regression line was deemed not signifi-
cantly different from a line of identity.

RESULTS

Determination of red blood cell volume by multiple meth-
ods: pair-wise comparisons. RCV was determined simulta-
neously in the same sheep using at least one of the biotin
techniques and at least one of the reference methods. The
number of animals varied with the pair of methods. Pair-wise
plots are provided in Figure 2, Panels A–E, and data for the
regressions for each pair are provided in Table 1. These
pair-wise comparisons of the RCV values demonstrated close
agreement for all method comparisons. The correlation coef-
ficients of all pair-wise regressions were highly significant
(p � 0.001) and ranged from 0.85 to 0.97. All 95% confidence
intervals for the regression slopes encompassed 1; all 95%
confidence intervals for y axis intercepts included zero. This
indicates that there were no significant differences in any of
the paired method comparisons.
Sequential red blood cell volume determinations. RCV

was determined sequentially in vivo by the biotin method
using both quantitation techniques as well as by the two
reference methods, (14C)cyanate and 51Cr. In any given ani-
mal at least three methods and usually all four were applied
simultaneously in the same animal. RCV values demonstrated
close agreement among the four methods (Table 2). With the
exception of 51Cr, all measurements were well within the
empirical analytic variability of � 5%. For 51Cr, the mean
error versus (14C)cyanate was only slightly higher at 6.9% �
2%. Thus, the mean RCV estimate is more than 2 standard

deviations greater than 0. This small difference even if repro-
ducible (6.9%) is not likely to be of clinical importance.

DISCUSSION

The studies presented here indicate that determination of
RCV in sheep by the biotin method with either (125I)strepta-
vidin quantitation or with flow cytometric enumeration is
equivalent to determination of RCV by either of the two
reference methods: the (14C)cyanate method or 51Cr method,
which is the standard reference method for RCV in humans
(18). The average correlation coefficient was �0.93, indicat-
ing strong agreement among the methods. To our knowledge,
the studies presented here are the first validations of a biotin
method for RCV determination against the (14C)cyanate and
51Cr reference methods in sheep. The successful validation of
this biotin method adds another tool for investigation of
erythropoiesis and RBC kinetics in an animal model that is
applicable in humans. The validation against (14C)cyanate is
likely to be particularly valuable because (14C)cyanate can
also be used to measure RCB survival in vivo in sheep, unlike
51Cr (rapid elution in sheep) and 99mTc (short half life). For

Figure 2. Pair-wise comparisons of different methods for determining RCV
in the same sheep. A, Biotin method with (125I)streptavidin (125I-SA) detec-
tion vs. (14C)cyanate (14C) method in n � 23 sheep. The correlation coeffi-
cient of the regression line was 0.95. B. Biotin method with 125I-SA detection
vs. 51Cr method in n � 19 sheep. The correlation coefficient of the regression
line was 0.85. C. Biotin method with flow cytometric (FC) enumeration vs.
(14C) in n � 8 sheep. The correlation coefficient of the regression line was
0.96. D. Biotin method with FC enumeration vs. 51Cr method in n � 6 sheep.
The correlation coefficient of the regression line was 0.97. E. Biotin method
with 125I-SA detection vs. biotin method with FC enumeration in n � 8 sheep.
The correlation coefficient of the regression line was 0.95. For all panels, error
bars for analytical triplicates are consistently less than the symbol size.
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brevity, only the comparisons of results versus (14C)cyanate
are discussed hereafter.
The biotin method with either quantitation technique is

particularly suitable for use in fetuses, infants, children, and
pregnant women for whom infusion of a radioactive com-
pound is not required. Flow cytometric enumeration of biotin-
labeled RBCs is superior to (125I)streptavidin quantitation in
three important respects. First, flow cytometric enumeration
for RCV determination can be performed on as little as 20 �L
of blood. Second, ex vivo use of 125I, an intermediate-lived
isotope is avoided. Third, the biotin flow cytometric enumer-
ation method is not susceptible to artifacts arising from either
dilution (“squeezing”) or concentration (“sludging”) in obtain-
ing venous/capillary blood samples after infusing the labeled
RBCs (13,14) because flow cytometric enumeration depends
upon labeled RBCs as a percent of total RBCs rather than as
a concentration of label in the blood sample. In contrast, the
biotin method using the (125I)streptavidin technique measures the
blood concentration of the RBC label and, thus, is analogous to
determination of RCV by 51Cr, 99mTc, and (14C)cyanate. For
example, all methods that are dependent on blood concentration
measurements are susceptible to squeeze and sludge artifacts.
The conclusions for the RCV determined by the biotin

method with flow cytometric enumeration are based on only
about a third as many animals as the (125I)streptavidin tech-
nique; in this sense, the conclusions are limited. Yet, the
regression coefficients for the flow cytometry data are actually
greater than the (125I)streptavidin data. We speculate that this

reflects the robustness of flow cytometric enumeration. The
first and the third of these three advantages are particularly
important for the feasibility of application of the biotin
method to human neonates.
In addition to the excellent agreement of the biotin method

relative to (14C)cyanate, our results are in good agreement
with absolute RCV normalized by body weight reported for
sheep by other investigators (15). RCV per kg body weight
was 19.0 � 4.1 for the biotin method with the (125I)strepta-
vidin technique (n � 23 sheep) and 16.4 � 2.6 for the biotin
method with the flow cytometric technique (n � 8 sheep).
Using autologous RBCs labeled with both 59Fe and 51Cr,
Wade and Sasser reported RCV of 21.1 � 2.2 mL/kg (15).
These differences likely reflected differences in the weight of
the sheep studied.
In determining RBC production, the ability to determine

RCV at several intervals that are short compared with the
lifetime of the RBCs would be useful. This capability would
be particularly useful in distinguishing RBC production from
dilution by blood volume expansion associated with somatic
growth and in situations in which an intervening transfusion is
required or in which RBC loss due to hemorrhage or other
blood loss occurs. When using long-lived RBC labels such as
(14C)cyanate and biotin, residual concentrations of labeled
RBCs from previous studies will confound repeat studies. We
report here sequential measurements of RCV determined in-
dependently by (14C)cyanate, 51Cr, and biotin. Our correction
equation predicts accurate results could be achieved by dou-

Table 1. Comparison of correlation coefficient, regression slope and intercept, and group mean RCV per kg for pairs of methods for
determining RCV

Pair-wise
comparison of RBC
labeling methods N r

Regression
slope

(95% CI)*
Regression Y-intercept

(95% CI)*

RCV (mL/kg)

Mean weight of sheep (kg) (range)125I-SA 14C
125I-SA vs. 14C 23 0.95 0.95 (0.82–1.00) �48 (�43–�139) 19.0 � 4.1 18.4 � 3.8 34.3 (10.9–65.9)
125I-SA vs. 51Cr 19 0.85 0.88 (0.69–1.06) �93 (�45–�233) 19.3 � 4.2 18.8 � 3.9 36.6 (10.9–65.9)
FC vs. 125I-SA 8 0.96 1.11 (0.69–1.06) �2 (�143–�139) 16.4 � 2.6 15.1 � 3.4 36.8 (18.6–65.9)
FC vs. 51Cr 6 0.97 1.09 (0.81–1.36) �0.3 (�186–�186) 16.9 � 2.9 15.6 � 3.2 40.6 (18.6–65.9)
FC vs. 125I-SA 8 0.95 1.11 (0.86–1.37) �35 (�195–�126) 15.9 � 3.1 16.4 � 2.6 36.8 (18.6–65.9)

* Because all regression slope and Y-intercept confidence intervals include 1 and 0 respectively; none of the regression lines was significantly different from
a line of identity.

14C, (14C)cyanate; FC, flow cytometry; 125I-SA, (125I)streptavidin.

Table 2. Sequential volume determinations by multiple techniques

Sheep identity and weight Time

RCV (mL) Difference from 14C

14C 51Cr 125I-SA FC 51Cr 125I-SA FC

1 0 346 370 338 ND 6.9% �2.3% ND
26.4 kg Day 2 331 363 313 ND 9.7% �5.4% ND
Difference from time 0 value — �4.3% �1.9% �7.4% — — — —
2 0 417 436 446 457 4.6% 7.0% 9.6%
36.8 kg 20 min 425 462 473 492 8.7% 11.3% 15.8%

— 1.9% 6.0% 6.1% 7.7% — — —
3 0 938 979 994 994 4.4% 6.0% 6.0%
60.5 kg Day 1 903 952 880 917 5.4% �2.5% 1.6%
Difference from time 0 value — �3.7% �2.8% �11.0% �7.7% — — —

Day 2 934 1013 1025 1030 8.5% 9.7% 10.3%
Difference from time 0 value — �0.43% 3.5% 3.1% 3.6% — — —

— — — — Average error 6.9% 3.4% 8.7%
— — — — SD of error 2.1% 6.7% 5.3%

14C, (14C)cyanate; FC, flow cytometry; 125I-SA, (125I)streptavidin; ND, not determined.
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bling of the volume of labeled RBCs infused with each
successive measurement, which achieves a reasonable incre-
ment in blood concentration of radioactivity above baseline
(See Appendix online at www.pedresearch.org for derivation).
That conclusion was confirmed empirically by several in vitro
dilution experiments that explored the characteristics of cor-
recting for baseline radioactivity (data not shown). The current
in vivo sheep studies indicate that the 4 values agree well with
each other after the residual label from previous studies is
accurately corrected by our equation. We conclude that, with
successive doubling of the number of biotinylated RBCs
infused, multiple sequential in vivo measurements can be
made using either biotin quantitation technique.
In summary, the present data provide strong evidence that

circulating RCV can be accurately measured in sheep using
biotin-labeled RBCs with either (125I)streptavidin or flow
cytometric quantitation techniques. This study also provides
evidence that accurate sequential measurements of RCV can
be made in the same sheep using either technique for quanti-
tation of a biotin label. Based on the utility of the ovine model
as a surrogate for studies of fetal and newborn infants, the
biotin RBC method is likely to prove useful in addressing
questions of relevance during the neonatal period in humans.
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